
Chapter 3
Aggregation-Based Thermal Model Reduction

Kun Deng, Shengbo Eben Li, Sisi Li, and Zhaojian Li

Abstract In this chapter, we propose an aggregation-based model reduction
method for nonlinear building thermal models. The full-order model, which is
already a lumped-parameter approximation, quickly grows in state-space dimension
as the number of zones increases. An advantage of the proposed method, apart from
being applicable to the nonlinear thermal models, is that the reduced model obtained
has the same structure and physical intuition as the original model. The key to the
methodology is an analogy between a continuous-time Markov chain and the linear
part of the thermal dynamics. A recently developed aggregation-based method of
Markov chains is employed to aggregate the large state space of the full-order
model into a smaller one. Simulations are provided to illustrate tradeoffs between
modeling error and computation time.
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3.1 Introduction

A typical heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system consists of
AHUs, supply ducts, and terminal boxes. The air handling unit (AHU) supplies
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conditioned air to terminal boxes at the so-called leaving-air temperature and
humidity. Each terminal box delivers air to one or more zones. Using reheat coil,
the supply air temperature can be increased beyond the AHU leaving temperature.
In a variable-air-volume (VAV) system, the terminal box can vary the supply air
mass flow rate through dampers. A controller at each terminal box can be used to
maintain the temperature of a zone at a specified value by controlling the mass flow
rate of air supplied to the zone. The dynamics of the building with its HVAC system
includes AHU dynamics and the zone thermal dynamics.

Interests in methods for controlling building HVAC systems to reduce their
energy usage or cost have been on the increase in recent years; particularly in
advanced model-based approaches such as model predictive control (MPC) [1–3].
Accurate models of building zone temperature evolution are required for advanced
control algorithms with the computational complexity taking into account. This is
because the model complexity is a major issue for implementing the optimization-
based control schemes, particularly if the optimization is to be performed with
a day-long prediction horizon to take advantage of slow thermal responses of
buildings as well as daily variations in environment and energy prices [2]. The focus
of this chapter is on model reduction of multi-zone building thermal dynamics.

A thermal resistor–capacitor (RC) network model is used to construct dynamic
models of multi-zone buildings with nodes representing zones or internal surface
points. Due to the nonlinear nature of model, the number of available techniques for
model reduction is limited. Balanced truncation methods for nonlinear systems use
controllability and observability energy functions of a system to find the reduced
realizations [4–6]. Lall et al. in [7] use empirical Gramians to determine the
importance of a particular subspace in terms of its contribution to the input–output
behavior. These energy functions or empirical Gramians, however, are difficult to
compute in practice [8]. Moreover, the reduced models generated by truncation
methods do not retain the physical intuition of the full model, i.e., truncated states
of the reduced model usually have no physical meanings.

In this chapter, we propose an aggregation-based model reduction method
that preserves the RC-network structure of the nonlinear building thermal model.
This is achieved by obtaining super-nodes via aggregation of building nodes. The
aggregation-based approach proposed in this chapter is based on model reduction
method of Markov chains that has recently been developed in [9]. The main idea
here is to connect the linear part of building thermal model to a continuous-time
Markov chain (CTMC), and apply the aggregation method of Markov chains to
systematically find optimal coordination of aggregation and the optimal linear
dynamics. The nonlinear model part is then aggregated accordingly based on the
same optimal coordination. The major advantage of the proposed aggregation-based
method compared to truncation-based methods is the structure-preserving property
in the sense that the reduced model is still an RC-network with parameters and
nodes maintaining the same physical meaning as the full building model. The other
advantage is that it does not suffer from the computational difficulties of empirical
Gramians or energy functions.
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This chapter extends the aggregation method proposed in [10] to a more realistic
nonlinear building thermal model, and assesses the performance and computa-
tional complexity of reduced-order models through numerical simulations. The
aggregation-based method proposed here is related to model reduction techniques
for grey-box models [11, 12], where the model structure and parameters are obtained
through the physical insights. The aggregated building model can be thought as
a grey-box model and coordination of aggregation specifies the model structure.
The aggregation-based method described here can also be used to create zoning
approximations for building models by combining zones together [13]. In a very
recent work [14], a Koopman operator approach is proposed to systematically create
zoning approximation for buildings, where the dominant modes of thermal behavior
are extracted from the building simulations. Then modes information is used to
combine multiple zones into single zones. The major difference is that our method is
directly based on the knowledge of building descriptions, while the method in [14]
is mainly based on data from building simulations.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 3.2, the full-order model is
described and the model reduction problem is stated. In Sect. 3.3, the Markov chain
analogy of the building thermal dynamics is presented. In Sect. 3.4, the aggregation-
based methodology is applied to reduce the building thermal model. In Sect. 3.5,
theoretical results are illustrated by numerical simulations. The conclusions appear
in Sect. 3.6.

3.2 Full-Order Building Thermal Model

The focus of this chapter is on model reduction of the building zone thermal
dynamics, which suffer more of modeling complexity than the AHU dynamics [10].
As a result, the AHU dynamics are replaced by static gains in this chapter
without significant loss of accuracy. A lumped-parameter model of resistances
and capacitances is constructed to describe the thermal dynamics of a multi-zone
building, with current and voltage being analogous to heat flow and temperature,
respectively. We only consider the interzone conductive heat transfer but ignore
the convective heat transfer that occurs through the open windows, doors, and
hallways. The 3R2C models of surface elements (e.g., walls, windows, ceilings, and
floors) are inter-connected to construct an RC-network model for building thermal
dynamics [15]. The set V WD f1; : : : ; n C1g denotes the set of nodes of the network.
The nodes are assumed to be re-indexed so that the first N nodes correspond to
1; : : : ;N physical zones, and the next .n � N/ nodes correspond to the points
internal to the surfaces that appear due to the 3R2C models. The last .n C 1/th
node corresponds to the outside.

For each node i 2 V , the associated temperature and thermal capacitance
are denoted as Ti and Ci, respectively. Let E denote the set of all edges of the
RC-network, where edges represent pathways for conductive heat transports. For
any nodes i; j 2 E , the thermal resistance between i and j is represented as a
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lumped parameter Rij, with Rji D Rij by convention. The inputs to the building
model are summarized here: Pmin

i denotes the mass flow rate of the supply air, PQr
i

denotes the heat gain due to reheating that may occur at the VAV box, PQint
i denotes

the internal heat gain (i.e., the rate of heat generated by occupants, equipments,
lights, etc.), and PQext

i denotes the external heat gain (i.e., the rate of solar radiation).
It is assumed that (1) the values of Ci and Rij are known parameters obtained based
on building structures and materials, (2) the supply air temperature Ts is assumed
to be a constant here, and (3) the (estimation of) the outside temperature To and the
heat gains PQr; PQint; PQext are available based on historical data, weather forecast, and
sensor measurements.

In the following, a compact state-space representation is presented for building
thermal dynamics. To establish a Markov chain analogy in the next section, the
outside temperature is also taken as a “virtual state” TnC1 to the building system.
We assign a very large “virtual capacitance” to the outside node: CnC1 � Ci, for
i D 1; : : : ; n. Letting CnC1 ! 1, the dynamic equations are derived from the
energy balance laws:

dT

dt
D AT C L.T;U; PQ/ (3.1)

where the state vector T WD ŒT1; : : : ;TnC1�T , the control vector U WD
Œ Pmin

1 ; : : : ; Pmin
N ; 0; : : : ; 0�

T , and the heat gain vector PQ WD Œ PQ1; : : : ; PQN ; 0; : : : ; 0�
T .

The transition rate matrix A is an .n C 1/ � .n C 1/ matrix with entries given by

Aij WD
8
<

:

0; if j ¤ i; .i; j/ … E
1=.CiRij/; if j ¤ i; .i; j/ 2 E

� P
k¤i Aik; if j D i; .i; j/ 2 E

(3.2)

and the nonlinear function:

8
ˆ̂
ˆ̂
<

ˆ̂
ˆ̂
:

Li.T;U; PQ/ D CpaUi.Ts � Ti/C PQi

Ci
; i D 1; : : : ;N

Li.T;U; PQ/ D 0; i D N C 1; : : : ; n

Li.T;U; PQ/ D �; i D n C 1

where �.t/ 2 R is chosen such that �.t/ D PTo.t/.

3.3 Markov Chain Analogy and Aggregation

In this section, it is shown that the linear part of the building thermal model (3.1) is
analogous to a continuous-time Markov chain. The linear dynamics of the building
thermal model (3.1) are given by:
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dT

dt
D AT: (3.3)

Due to the special structure of the matrix A [see (3.2)], the linear thermal model (3.3)
is conservative. Specifically, a scalar-valued function V.t/ WD P

i2V CiTi.t/ is
conserved for all time, i.e., dV

dt .t/ D 0 for all t � 0. We denote V0 WD V.0/ DP
i2V CiTi.0/ as the invariant quantity of the linear thermal model (3.3).

3.3.1 Analogy to a Markov Chain

Based upon the conservative property of the linear thermal model (3.3), define the
thermal distribution as a row vector, denoted by f , where

fi D Ci

V0
Ti; i 2 V :

Note that
P

i2V fi.t/ � 1 for all t � 0.
On differentiating fi with respect to t, and using (3.3),

dfi
dt

D Ci

V0

dTi

dt
D

X

j2V
Aij

Ci

V0
Tj: (3.4)

By substituting (3.2) in (3.4), we have

dfi
dt

D Aii
Ci

V0
Ti C

X

j¤i

1

CiRij

Ci

V0
Tj

D Aii
Ci

V0
Ti C

X

j¤i

1

CjRji

Cj

V0
Tj (3.5)

D
X

j2V
fjAji (3.6)

where the fact that Rij D Rji is used in deriving the equality (3.5). Using matrix
notation for representing (3.6), we obtain the dynamics of the thermal distribution
and its solution

df

dt
D fA ) f .t/ D f .0/eAt; 8t � 0:

The Markov chain analogy is now clear. Note that each row sum of A is zero,
its diagonal entries are negative, and its non-diagonal entries are non-negative
(see (3.2)). Thus, the transition rate matrix A is the infinitesimal generator of a
transition semigroup feAtgt�0: For any t; s � 0, (1) eA0 D I, (2) eAt is a stochastic
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matrix (that is, eAt is a non-negative matrix whose row sums are equal to one), and
(3) eA.tCs/ D eAteAs.

Consider now a CTMC fX.t/gt�0 on the state space V with the transition
semigroup feAtgt�0 [16]. Let g.t/ denote the probability distribution at time t, i.e.,

gi.t/ D Pr.X.t/ D i/; i 2 V :

Using the transition semigroup property, we have

gi.t/ D
X

j2V
Pr.X.0/ D j/Pr.X.t/ D i j X.0 D j// D

X

j2V
gj.0/.e

At/ji:

If f .0/ is the initial distribution of fX.t/gt�0, i.e., g.0/ D f .0/, then

g.t/ D g.0/eAt D f .0/eAt D f .t/: (3.7)

Thus, starting from the same initial distribution, the probability distribution of
the CTMC fX.t/gt�0 is equal to the thermal distribution of the linear thermal
model (3.3). For more details on CTMC, we refer the reader to [16, 17] and the
references therein.

For any ergodic Markov chain, there exists a unique stationary distribution �
(obtained as a solution to �A D 0), whereby starting from any initial distribution

lim
t!1 g.t/ D �:

For linear thermal model (3.3), the associated Markov chain is shown to be ergodic
in [10], and the stationary distribution is given by:

�i D Ci
P

j2V Cj
; i 2 V : (3.8)

3.3.2 Discretization of the Continuous-Time Markov Chain

In practice, it is more convenient to work with discrete-time Markov chains (DTMC)
instead of CTMC. The DTMC fX.k�t/gk�0 is obtained by discretizing the CTMC
fX.t/gt�0 with a step-size �t. Let �.k/ denote the probability distribution of the
DTMC at kth time step, i.e., �i.k/ D Pr.X.k�t/ D i/ for i 2 V . Using (3.7),

�.k/ D �.0/Pk.�t/; k � 0

where the transition matrix is defined as

P.�t/ WD eA�t: (3.9)
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For any t � 0, there exists an integer k � 0 such that k�t � t < .k C 1/�t and
eAt � eAk�t for small enough �t. Thus the CTMC fX.t/gt�0 with the transition
semigroup feAtgt�0 is approximated by the DTMC fX.k�t/gk�0 with the transition
matrix P.�t/ as �t ! 0. One can verify that � given in (3.8) is also the stationary
distribution of the DTMC, i.e., limk!1 �.k/ D � .

3.3.3 Aggregation of Markov Chain

Let .�;P/ denote a DTMC defined on the state space V D f1; : : : ; n C 1g with the
transition matrix P and the stationary distribution � . The model reduction problem
is to find an optimal aggregated Markov chain, denoted by . N�; NP/, defined on the
state space NV D f1; : : : ;m C 1g, where m � n, such that the KL divergence rate
R�.Pk NP/ between two Markov chains is minimized.

The m-partition problem is to find a partition function � W V 7! NV and an
aggregated transition matrix NP that solves the following optimization problem:

min
�; NP

R�.Pk NP/
s:t: NP1 D 1; NP � 0:

As shown in Theorem 2 of [9], for a fixed (whether optimal or not) partition function
�, the optimal aggregated Markov chain . N�.�/; NP.�// is given by:

NPkl.�/ D
P

i2��1.k/

P
j2��1.l/ �iPij

P
i2��1.k/ �i

; k; l 2 NV (3.10)

where the stationary distribution of NP.�/ is given by

N�k.�/ D
X

i2��1.k/

�i; k 2 NV : (3.11)

As a result, the m-partition problem reduces to finding only an optimal partition
function �� W V ! NV such that

�� 2 arg min
�

R�.Pk NP.�//: (3.12)

It is shown in [9] that solving the optimization problem (3.12) exactly is difficult for
m > 2, but a sub-optimal solution for m D 2 can be easily computed. This leads
to a sub-optimal solution for arbitrary m � 2 through the recursive bi-partition
algorithm [9].
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3.3.4 Analogy to Thermal Dynamics

Based on the Markov chain analogy for the linear thermal dynamics (see Sect. 3.3.1),
the model reduction framework for Markov chains is extended to building thermal
models:

• Metric for comparing thermal distributions: The KL divergence is employed as a
metric to compare two thermal distributions f and g defined on the same building
node set V:

D.f kg/ D
X

i2V
fi log.fi=gi/:

For the model reduction problem, it is of interest to compare two thermal
distributions defined on building graphs of different cardinalities. Let f and Nf
denote two thermal distributions defined on V and NV , respectively. The low-
dimensional distribution Nf is lifted to a high-dimensional distribution Of defined
on V by using partition function � and lifting distribution �:

Of .�/i .�/ D �i
P

k2 .i/ �k

Nf�.i/; i 2 V : (3.13)

The lifting may be viewed as a linear transformation that conserves the total heat.
The KL metric is then used to compare the two thermal distributions f and Of on
the same node set V .

• Metric for comparing thermal models: The KL divergence rate is used as a
measure to compare two building thermal models. In particular, suppose full-
order model is simulated starting from an initial distribution f .0/. Denote the
resulting trajectory of the thermal distribution as ff .k�t/g0�k�N . Now, suppose
the reduced-order model is also simulated starting from the initial distribution

Nfl.0/ D
X

i2��1.l/

fi.0/; l 2 V :

Denote the resulting trajectory of thermal distribution as fNf .k�t/g0�k�N , which
evolves over reduced graph NV . The trajectory fNf .k�t/g0�k�N is lifted to the
full building graph by using (3.13), and denoted by f Of .k�t/g0�k�N . The KL
divergence rate between full- and reduced-order models is given by,

1

N

NX

kD1
D.f .k�t/k Of .k�t//: (3.14)

Thus, the KL divergence rate is a measure of average distance between trajecto-
ries generated from simulating two thermal models.
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• Bi-partition: An optimal bi-partition of a given model produces a 2-state reduced-
order model that is closest to the full-order model in the sense of distance (3.14).
Since the distance is a time average, discrepancies between two models at the
slow(est) time-scales contribute more to the error compared to the fast transients.
The choice of metric thus leads to a 2-state model that approximates the full-order
model on the slowest time-scale.

• Recursive bi-partition: The recursive application of bi-partition algorithm pro-
duces a reduced-order model that progressively captures multiple time-scales
in the problem. The first bi-partition results in splitting of the graph into two
clusters, and a 2-state model that captures the slowest time-scale. The next
bi-partition further splits one of the two clusters so as to capture the slowest time-
scale in that cluster, and so on. In effect after m-applications of the algorithm, the
reduced-order model describes the m slowest time-scales of the full-order model.

3.4 Aggregated Building Thermal Model

In this section, the aggregation methodology is applied to obtain a reduced-order
model for building thermal model (3.1). We first describe the reduced-order model
for the linear part of the building thermal model (3.1), and then the reduced-order
model for the nonlinear part of (3.1).

3.4.1 Aggregated Linear Thermal Dynamics

For the linear thermal model (3.3), the goal is to aggregate the node set
V D f1; : : : ; n C 1g into a smaller super-node set NV D f1; : : : ;m C 1g where
m � n. For each super-node k 2 NV , we introduce the super-temperature NTk, super-
capacitance NCk, and super-resistance NRkl. For a given partition function �, the
reduced-order model for (3.3) has the form:

d NT
dt

D NA.�/ NT; (3.15)

where NT D Œ NT1; : : : ; NTmC1�T denotes the super-temperature vector, and NA.�/ denotes
the .m C 1/ � .m C 1/ super-transition-rate matrix. The Markov chain analogy
also works for the reduced-order model with the associated transition semigroup
fe NA.�/tgt�0. Discretizing with a small step-size �t, one obtains the transition matrix
for the aggregated Markov chain defined on NV :

NP.�t/ WD e NA.�/�t:
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Recall that the transition matrix for the DTMC associated with the full-order linear
thermal dynamics is denoted by P.�t/ (see (3.9)). The goal is to choose NA.�/
so that the aggregated Markov chain with the transition matrix NP.�t/ optimally
approximates the original Markov chain with the transition matrix P.�t/. The
aggregation method described in Sect. 3.3.3 is employed to determine the formula
for the optimal aggregated transition matrix NA.�/. According to (3.10), the formula
for the optimal aggregated Markov transition matrix is given by:

NPkl.�t/ D
P

i2��1.k/

P
j2��1.l/ �iPij.�t/

P
i2��1.k/ �i

; k; l 2 NV : (3.16)

By expressing P.�t/ and NP.�t/ in the form

P.�t/ D I C A�t C O.�t2/;

NP.�t/ D I C NA.�/�t C O.�t2/;

the equation (3.16) becomes

1fkDlg C NAkl.�/�t C O.�t2/ D
P

i2��1.k/

P
j2��1.l/ �i.1fiDjg C Aij�t C O.�t2//

P
i2��1.k/ �i

D 1fkDlg C
P

i2��1.k/

P
j2��1.l/ �iAij

P
i2��1.k/ �i

�t C O.�t2/:

(3.17)

By matching terms on both sides of (3.17), we obtain the formula for the optimal
super-transition-rate matrix

NAkl.�/ D
P

i2��1.k/

P
j2��1.l/ �iAij

P
i2��1.k/ �i

; k; l 2 NV : (3.18)

By substituting (3.2) and (3.8) into (3.18), one can verify that NA.�/ is indeed a
transition-rate matrix for any partition function �, i.e., the row sums of NA.�/ are
zeros, diagonal entries are negative, and non-diagonal entries are non-negative:

8
ˆ̂
ˆ̂
<

ˆ̂
ˆ̂
:

NAkl.�/ D
P

i2��1.k/

P
j2��1.l/ 1=Rij

P
i2��1.k/ Ci

; k ¤ l 2 NV

NAkk.�/ D �
X

l¤k

NAkl.�/; k 2 NV
(3.19)
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The super-capacitances and super-resistances can also be expressed in terms of Ci

and Rij:

• According to (3.8), the stationary distribution of the aggregated Markov chain
has the form:

N�k.�/ D
NCk.�/

P
l2 NV NCl.�/

; k 2 NV (3.20)

where NCk.�/ denotes the super-capacitances for the kth node. By substitut-
ing (3.8) into (3.11), we obtain formula for the optimal stationary distribution:

N�k.�/ D
X

i2��1.k/

�i D
P

i2��1.k/ Ci
P

l2 NV
P

j2��1.l/ Cj
; k 2 NV : (3.21)

By comparing (3.20) and (3.21), we obtain the formulae for the super-
capacitances:

NCk.�/ D
X

i2��1.k/

Ci; k 2 NV : (3.22)

• By using (3.19) and (3.22), we obtain the formulae for the super-resistances:

NRkl.�/ D 1

NCk.�/ NAkl.�/
D 1

P
i2��1.k/

P
j2��1.l/ 1=Rij

; k ¤ l 2 NV : (3.23)

Thus, the reduced-order linear model (3.15) corresponds to a reduced RC-network
with super-capacitances and super-resistances given by (3.22) and (3.23), respec-
tively. The super-capacitance NCk.�/, given in (3.22), is the equivalent capacitance
of parallel configuration of all capacitors in the kth partition. Similarly, the super-
resistance NRkl.�/ given in (3.23) is the equivalent resistance of parallel configuration
of all resistors connecting the kth partition and the lth partition. These observations
also serve to provide an intuitive justification of the aggregation approach.

Similar to the full-order model (3.1), the reduced-order model (3.15) is also
conservative because of the fact that NA.�/ is a super-transition-rate matrix. The
invariant quantity for the reduced-order model is given by

NV0 WD
X

k2 NV
NCk NTk.0/:

If one chooses the initial condition for the reduced-order model (3.15) as

NTk.0/ D
X

i2��1.k/

.Ci= NCk.�//Ti.0/; k 2 NV; (3.24)
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then

NV0 D
X

k2 NV

X

i2��1.k/

CiTi.0/ D
X

i2V
CiTi.0/ D V0:

This implies that the invariant quantity of the linear thermal dynamics is unchanged
after the aggregation. The aggregated thermal distribution is defined as

Nfk D
NCk

NV0
NTk; k 2 NV : (3.25)

Recall that we introduce the lifting technique to compare the low- and high-
dimensional distributions. The lifted thermal distribution is defined as

Of i D Ci

V0
OTi; i 2 V (3.26)

where OTi is called the lifted temperature for the node i. Using (3.13) and choosing
the lifting distribution as � D � , we obtain

Of i D �i
P

j2 .i/ �j

Nf�.i/: (3.27)

Substituting (3.8) and (3.25) into (3.27), we have

Of i D Ci
P

j2 .i/ Cj

NC�.i/

NV0
NT�.i/ D Ci

V0
NT�.i/ (3.28)

where we use the fact that NC�.i/ D P
j2 .i/ Cj and NV0 D V0. By comparing (3.26)

and (3.28), we have the explicit expression for the lifted temperature

bTi D NT�.i/; i 2 V :

Note that the lifted temperature bTi of the node i is indeed a temperature quantity
for the corresponding aggregated node �.i/. Thus, we can compare the full and
reduced-order models by directly comparing Ti and NT�.i/ for each node i.

3.4.2 Aggregated Building Thermal Model

Recall that the outside node is taken as a virtual .n C 1/th node in the full-order
building thermal model (3.1), and the outside temperature is denoted as TnC1. We
also take the outside node as a virtual .m C 1/th node in the reduced-order model
and we denote its temperature as NTmC1. That is, for any given partition function �,
the building node set f1; : : : ; ng is aggregated into the super-node set f1; : : : ;mg,
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and the .n C 1/th outside node has a one-to-one correspondence to the .m C 1/th
super-node.

Due to the current source interpretation of nonlinear thermal dynamics
L.T;U;Q/, the current sources connecting to the same group of the aggregated
nodes are directly added up to form a super-current source for the corresponding
super-node:

• For k D 1; : : : ;m, the aggregated nonlinear thermal dynamics is given by:

eLk.T;U; PQ/ D
X

i2��1.k/

CiLi.T;U;Q/= NCk.�/

D .Cpa.T
s NUk.�/ � eWk.�//C PNQk.�//= NCk.�/ (3.29)

where

NUk.�/ WD
X

i2��1.k/

Ui;
PNQk.�/ WD

X

i2��1.k/

PQi; eWk.�/ WD
X

i2��1.k/

UiTi: (3.30)

• For k D m C 1, the aggregated nonlinear thermal dynamics is given by:

eLmC1.T;U; PQ/ D �

where �.t/ D PTo.t/ and To.t/ denotes the outside temperature. The construction
here is to make sure NTmC1.t/ D To.t/ for all t � 0 in the reduced-order
model (3.32) described later.

Since U and Q are external inputs to the full-order model, we can also take NU.�/ and
PNQ.�/ defined in (3.30) as the super-inputs to the reduced-order model. One problem
is that the term eW.�/ defined in (3.30) depends on T , which is the state vector of the
full-order model. We use NTk (the temperature of the kth super-node) to approximate
Ti (the temperature of the ith node that belongs to the kth group) in eWk.�/:

NWk.�/ WD
X

i2��1.k/

Ui NTk D NUk.�/ NTk; k D 1; : : : ;m:

Replacing eWk.�/ by NWk.�/ in (3.29), we approximate eLk.T;U; PQ/ by

NLk. NT; NU.�/; PNQ.�// D
�

Cpa NUk.�/.T
s � NTk/C PNQk.�/

�
= NCk.�/ (3.31)

for k D 1; : : : ;m and NLmC1. NT; NU.�/; PNQ.�// D �. Note that the aggregated nonlinear
thermal dynamics in (3.31) only depends on super-quantities for the reduced-order
model.

By combining the aggregated linear thermal dynamics (3.15) with the aggregated
nonlinear thermal (3.31), we obtain the state-space representation of the reduced-
order building thermal model:
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d NT
dt

D NA.�/ NT C NL. NT; NU.�/; PNQ.�//: (3.32)

The model reduction method proposed in this chapter preserves the RC-network
structure of the original building model, that is, the reduced-order model (3.32)
is still an RC-network defined with super-nodes with super-edges connecting these
super-nodes. According to state-space representation (3.32), the aggregated building
thermal dynamics can be also expressed by the following coupled differential
equations: For each k D 1; : : : ;m,

NCk.�/
d NTk

dt
.t/ D

X

l2 NNk

. NTl.t/ � NTk.t//= NRkl.�/C PNQk.�/.t/C� NHk.�/.t/ (3.33)

where NTk is the temperature of the kth super-node, NNk 	 NV denotes the set of

neighbors of the kth super-node, PNQk.�/ denotes the heat gain for the kth super-node,
and the ventilation heat exchange � NHk.�/ for the kth super-node is given by

� NHk.�/.t/ D Cpa PNmin
k .�/.t/.T

s � NTk.t//

with the mass flow rate entering the kth super-node given by PNmin
k .�/ DP

i2��1.k/ Pmin
i . The initial condition of the reduced-order model (3.33) is chosen

as (3.24).
The reduced-order model so far depends on the choice of the partition function

�. The sub-optimal partition function �� is obtained by using the recursive bi-
partition algorithm. However, one can also directly choose a sub-optimal �� based
on physical intuition (e.g., floor plans in a multi-zone building), or some other kinds
of expert-based heuristics.

3.5 Simulation and Discussion

3.5.1 Simulation Setup

In this section, we apply the aggregation-based model reduction method to the
downstream part of the four-zone building HVAC system shown in Fig. 3.1, where
each zone is serviced by a single terminal box. The layout of the four-zone building
is shown in Fig. 3.1a. Each of the four rooms/zones has an equal floor area of 5�5m
and each wall is 3m tall, which provides a volumetric area of 75m3 for each room.
Room 1 has a small window (5m2) on the north facing wall, whereas rooms 2 and
4 have larger windows (7m2 each) on the east facing wall. Room 3 does not have a
window.
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Fig. 3.1 (a) The layout of the four-zone building of the HVAC system, and (b) its RC-network
representation

The HVAC system used for simulation is designed to supply maximal mass
flow rate of 0:25 kg/s per room. The supplied air temperature is fixed at Ts D
12:8 ıC. Here we assume that there is no return air and 100% of the outside
air is sent to the AHU. The number of occupants in each room is uniformly
generated as a random integer between 0 and 4. Outside temperature and outside
solar radiation data is obtained for a summer day (05=24=1996) of Gainesville,
FL [18]. Numerical results presented here are simulated using ode45 function in
Matlab for 24 hours with the time step-size chosen as 10min. All temperatures are
initialized at 24 ıC, respectively. The mass flow rates entering four zones are given
by Pmin

1 D 0:15 kg=sec, and Pmin
2 D Pmin

3 D Pmin
4 D 0 kg=sec. There are two inputs:

outside temperature T0 and the heat gains PQi.

3.5.2 Recursive Bi-partition of Building Graph

The RC-network representation of the four-zone building is shown in Fig. 3.1b.
There are total 36 building nodes plus 1 outside node for the model of this four-zone
building: 4 zone nodes f1; : : : ; 4g, 8 internal-wall nodes f5; : : : ; 12g, 8 internal-
floor nodes f13; : : : ; 20g, 8 internal-ceiling nodes f21; : : : ; 28g, 8 external wall
nodes f29; : : : ; 36g, and 1 outside node f37g. Each node is assigned with a thermal
capacitance, and two adjacent nodes are connected with a thermal resistance. The
windows are modeled as single resistors since they have relatively little capacitance.
The values of capacitances and resistances used for simulation are obtained from
commercially available software Carrier Hourly Analysis Program [19]. The outside
node is assumed to have a very large capacitance C37 D 1010 KJ=.m2K/.
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The recursive bi-partition algorithm is used to find sub-optimal partitions of
the building graph based on the analysis of the linear thermal dynamics. The first
iteration of the algorithm divides the node set into two groups: the first group
contains all building nodes: f1; 2; : : : ; 36g, and the second group contains only
the outside node: f37g. Such a 2-partition result makes sense since it captures the
slowest time-scale of building thermal dynamics.

The second iteration of the algorithm leads to a 3-partition, which divides
the nodes into three groups: the first group consists of all (zone, wall, ceiling,
window, and floor) nodes associated with the room 3, the second group contains
all other building nodes associated with the rooms 1; 2; 4, and the third group
contains only the outside node: f37g. Compared with the 3-partition results, the
4-partition identifies a new group containing all nodes associated with room 1.
For the 5-partition, the algorithm returns five groups of nodes with clear physical
intuition: group i contains all nodes corresponding to room i, for i D 1; : : : ; 4, and
group 5 consists of the single outside node f37g! For m > 5, the m-partition further
partitions the nodes associated with individual rooms. The largest possible m is 37,
which corresponds to no reduction in model order.

Recall that the KL divergence rate (3.14) is used as a measure of the modeling
error for aggregating the linear thermal dynamics. Figure 3.2 depicts the KL
divergence rate with respect to the number of partitions m for 2 � m � 37. We
observe from Fig. 3.2 that the modeling error monotonically decreases to the zero as
the number of partitions increases to the dimension of the full-order model, and that
there is little additional improvement beyond a model order of around 18. Although
the KL divergence rate is only applicable to the linear part of the model, one can
still use it as a conservative guideline for the reduction of the nonlinear model. In
that case, we can guess that for good prediction accuracy, the reduced-order model
should have about 18 states. This is verified by simulations we report next.
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3.5.3 Simulation of Full- and Reduced-Order Models

The full-order model (3.1) is used to describe the full building thermal dynamics,
with 36 building nodes plus 1 outside node. The multiple partition results obtained
in Sect. 3.5.2 are used to construct the reduced-order models through aggregation of
building nodes into groups, where each group of nodes is represented by a super-
node. For k D 1; : : : ; 36, the kth-order reduced model (3.32) is used to describe
the reduced building thermal dynamics with k super-nodes plus 1 outside node. For
comparison, we lift the reduced model to one with 36 building nodes plus 1 outside
node (see Sect. 3.4.1 for more details), which allows direct comparison between the
temperature of a zone predicted by the full- and reduced-order models.

All simulations reported here are open-loop simulations: the same mass flow
rates ( Pmin

1 D 0:15 kg=sec and Pmin
2 D Pmin

3 D Pmin
4 D 0 kg=sec) are used as inputs

in conducting simulations for both full and reduced-order models. Note that the
inputs are aggregated accordingly to obtain the super-inputs for the reduced-order
model (see Sect. 3.4.2 for more details). To test the goodness of the reduced-order
models, we compare the four zone temperatures simulated by the full- and reduced-
order models. When simulated by the full-order model, the temperature of room i is
denoted by Ti. When simulated by the reduced-order model, the lifted temperature

1st-order reduced model

4th-order reduced model

18th-order reduced model

Fig. 3.3 Four zone temperature simulation errors are given by ei D bTi �Ti for i D 1; : : : ; 4, where
Ti is the temperature simulated by the full-order model and bTi is the lifted temperature simulated
by the (1st-order, 4th-order, and 18th-order) reduced models
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of room i is denoted by bTi (see Sect. 3.4.1 for more details). The ith zone temperature
prediction error is denoted by ei D bTi � Ti.

Figure 3.3 shows the temperature prediction errors corresponding to reduced-
order models with varying degree of reduction: (1) 1st-order reduced model
(1 super-node corresponding to all building nodes), (2) 4th-order reduced model
(4 super-nodes corresponding to 4 groups of nodes associated with 4 zones), and
(3) 18th-order reduced model. Note that a kth-order reduced model corresponds
to the .k C 1/-partition described in Sect. 3.5.2 with k super-building nodes and 1
outside node.

We observe from Fig. 3.3 that, as expected, prediction errors decrease as the order
of the reduced model increases. In addition, the conjecture based on KL divergence
rate that the 18th-order model will have predictions close to that of the full-order
model turns out to be true. In the 18th-order model, the prediction error for the zone
with the maximum error (zone 1 here) has a mean of 1:30 ıC and standard deviation
of 0:46 ıC.

We also observe from the Fig. 3.3 that except for zone 1, temperature prediction
with even the fourth-order model (middle plot), which represents a ninefold
reduction in model order, is quite accurate, where the prediction error for the zone
with the maximum error (zone 4 here) has a mean of �0:77 ıC and the standard
deviation of 0:44 ıC. However, the mean and standard deviation of prediction error
for zone 1 with the fourth-order model are 2:14 ıC and 0:37 ıC, which is much
larger. Thus, large reduction in the model order is not likely to be useful for control
design and analysis studies. However, we expect such low order models to be still
useful in preliminary building and HVAC system design studies.

The higher error in the temperature prediction of zone 1 could be due to
the method’s inability to accurately approximate enthalpy dynamics due to the
ventilation (note that zone 1 is the only one with the ventilation), or due to the
error introduced in lifting the reduced model to a full-order model for purposes of
comparison. Future work will examine these factors in greater detail.

The computation time for executing the Matlab simulation code increases as the
order of the reduced model increases. For the case considered in this chapter, the
computation times for simulation are 6.829, 6.988, 7.623, 349.86 s for the 1st-order,
4th-order, 18th-order, and full 36th-order models, respectively. In practice, one can
make a tradeoff between the accuracy and complexity of the reduced-order model
by choosing an appropriate order of the reduced model.

3.5.4 Simulation of Super-Zone Models

In a building with a large number of zones, one may want to further reduce the
number of zones as well. The aggregation method presented in this chapter can also
be used to reduce a large number of zones into as few super-zones as a practitioner
wants.
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If zone nodes are aggregated into a smaller number of super-zone nodes, there
does not exist one-to-one correspondence between a zone node to a single super-
zone node. We can’t directly compare the zone temperature for the full-order
model with the super-zone temperature for the reduced-order model. To compare
the full- and reduced-order models, we adopt the following method. Recall that
the exogenous inputs for the reduced model can be computed from the exogenous
inputs for the full model as described in (3.30), irrespective of what the order of the
reduced model is. We do this only for the outside temperature and heat gains for the
rooms. The mass flow rate inputs of the reduced model are computed as follows.
The desired temperature for the kth super-zone is chosen to be the following linear
combination of the desired temperatures all zones of the kth group:

NTset
k .t/ D

X

i2��1.k/

.Ci= NCk.�//T
set
i .t/:

This choice is made to take into account the difference in the heat capacity of the
zones, which lead to different energy requirements from the air conditioning system.
The same PI controller that was used to compute the mass flow rate for each of the
zones in the full-order model is now applied to each super-zone. We then compare
the mass flow rates obtained for a super-zone in the reduced-order model with the
sum of the mass flow rates for the corresponding zones in the full-order model.

For the four-room building considered here, we aggregate the four zone nodes
into three super-zone-nodes: The first super-zone node corresponding to the first
zone node, the second super-zone node corresponding to the third zone node, and
the third super-zone node corresponding to the aggregation of the second and fourth
zone nodes. Then, by fixing the partition assignments for the zone nodes, we can
further aggregate the building internal nodes into super-internal-nodes using the
recursive bi-partition algorithm.

As before, we consider two reduced-order models: (1) with 18 super-nodes
(3 super-zone nodes plus 15 super-internal nodes) and (2) with 24 super-nodes (3
super-zone nodes plus 21 super-internal nodes). By applying the PI controller, we
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Fig. 3.4 Comparison results of mass flow rates (kg/sec) for (a) zone-1 compared with super-zone-
1, (b) zone-3 compared with super-zone-2, and (c) zone-2 and zone-4 compared with super-zone-3,
between the full-order model and the reduced 18th-order model
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Fig. 3.5 Comparison results of mass flow rates (kg/sec) for (a) zone-1 compared with super-zone-
1, (b) zone-3 compared with super-zone-2, and (c) zone-2 and zone-4 compared with super-zone-3,
between the full-order model and the reduced 24th-order model

find that all zone or super-zone temperatures track the desired temperatures well for
both full- and reduced-order models. We omit the temperature plots here since these
are similar to plots shown in the last section. The mass flow rates obtained from
the PI controllers for full- and reduced-order models are shown in Fig. 3.4 (for the
18th-order model) and Fig. 3.5 (for the 24th-order model). We observe that:

• For k D 1; 2; 3, the mass flow rate PNmk for the kth super-zone corresponds well
to the sum of mass flow rates of all zones in the kth group. Since the mass flow
rate is the important indicator of the power consumption of the building, the
reduced-order model can be used to estimate the power consumption with less
complexity.

• The prediction errors of mass flow rates for the 24th-order model is smaller than
those for the 18th-order model. In practice, one can make a tradeoff between the
accuracy and complexity of the reduced-order model.

3.6 Conclusions and Future Directions

We proposed a method to reduce the order of a multi-zone building thermal model
via aggregation of states. We first establish a Markov chain analogy to the linear
part of the building model. A recently developed Markov aggregation method is
then applied to obtain the optimal aggregation of the state space. Extension of the
aggregation method to the nonlinear part of the model is carried out by aggregating
inputs accordingly into the super-inputs. A key advantage of the proposed method
is that the reduced model is still an RC-network model with the same structure as
the original model but with less number of nodes and less parametric information.
This makes the reduced model useful not only for simulation and analysis but also
for building design iterations.
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